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We study the heat kernel of higher order elliptic operators or systems under
divergence form on Rn. Ellipticity is in the sense of Ga# rding inequality. We show
that for homogeneous operators Gaussian upper bounds and Ho lder regularity of
the heat kernel is equivalent to local regularity of weak solutions. We also show
stability of such bounds under L-perturbations of the coefficients or under pertur-
bations with bounded coefficients lower order terms. Such a criterion allows us to
obtain heat kernel bounds for operators or systems with uniformly continuous or
vmo coefficients.  2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
This article is a sequel of the paper [4] by the first author on second
order operators. Here, we extend the discussion to higher order operators.
This is part of the second author’s doctoral dissertation [30].
There has been many important works on regularity theory for elliptic equa-
tions with bounded measurable coefficients (De Giorgi [11], Campanato [6],
Stampacchia [32], Meyers [24], Nec as [28], Morrey [25], Agmon
DouglisNirenberg [2], Moser [26] etc.), which lead to many applications to
non linear variational problems as developed by the Italian school (e.g.,
GiaquintaModica [18]) after the seminal works by Nash [27] and Aronson
[3] on parabolic estimates, the topic of upper and lower Gaussian estimates
of semigroup kernels for such operators became recently very active, essentially
because of the links with geometry on Lie groups and manifolds and such
estimates from the pioneer works of Varopoulos (see [33]), Li and Yau (see
[22]), and it had many impacts on various fields such as functional calculus
and even the harmonic analysis of partial differential equations (Duong
Robinson [14], AuscherTchamitchian [5], DuongMcIntosh [12]).
For real elliptic second order divergence form differential operators on
Rn, many other proofs of lower andor upper Gaussian bounds for their
heat kernels are available: the one by Davies [8] using LogSobolev
inequalities, the one by Fabes and Stroock [15] using earlier ideas of
Nash, the one by Coulhon and Saloff-Coste based on an abstract version
of Moser’s iteration technique for semigroups (see [7]), the one by
Grygor’yan [20] using weighted differential inequalities, and the proof by
the first author [4] which takes as a starting point the result of De Giorgi
on the regularity of weak solutions of elliptic equations. All those proofs
but the latter use in one way or another positivity which is a feature of
this class of operator. The latter is applicable to any operator whose weak
solutions are smooth, independently of whether the coefficients are real or
complex, but in such a case the upper bound is for the modulus of the
kernel and the lower bound is replaced by a Ho lder regularity estimate. It
is also indicated in [4] with complete proof in [5] that a converse state-
ment is valid: in other words, a criterion, which is suitable, for example, to
perturbation theory, says exactly when upper bound and regularity hold.
For higher order divergence form elliptic operators, the situation regard-
ing upper bounds and regularity is the following when the coefficients are
measurable. They hold if the order is larger than or equal to the dimension,
see Davies [9], AuscherTchamitchian [5]. Otherwise, there are coun-
terexamples (see Davies [10]).
Let us come to the present work. Here, we take up the program of find-
ing a criterion to decide on whether upper bounds and Ho lder regularity
hold for the heat kernel of complex higher order divergence form elliptic
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(in the sense of Ga# rding inequality) operators or systems of any order on
Rn. Such a criterion exists (as in the second order case) and gives us an
exact correspondence between elliptic regularity in MorreyCampanato
spaces and the heat kernel bounds. It is likely that similar results hold on
domains with smooth boundaries and appropriate boundary conditions.
This criterion implies that the kernel behavior is only influenced by the
principal part: adding lower order terms with bounded coefficients does not
change the bounds if any exists. As in second order case, this criterion is
stable under L-perturbation of the principal part coefficients. As an
application, it yields that the heat kernel bounds depend analytically on the
coefficients. This criterion provides us with heat kernel estimates (seemingly
new) for operators with little smoothness such as uniformly continuous or
vmo coefficients. Indeed in such a case, elliptic regularity is known, see
[6, 16] for continuous coefficients and [31] for vmo coefficients. In the
latter the strong ellipticity condition is imposed and we relax this condition
here. This theory applies as well to operators such as 2a2 for some suitable
function a or to perturbative multiplications aL of an elliptic operator.
Heat kernel upper bounds for the latter were first considered by McIntosh
Nahmod [23] when L=&2 and then extended by DuongOuhabaz [13]
when L satisfies some positivity assumption which essentially restricts
applications to real second order operators. Here, we extend all of this to
higher order operators, and we derive the Ho lder bounds. See also some
recent work of Ouhabaz [29] for a different approach to obtain regularity
estimates of this type.
1. NOTATION 6 DEFINITIONS
The following notation will be used throughout this paper. We shall
work in Rn where n2.
For a multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n) # Nn, we set |:|=:1+ } } } +:n and
:!=:1 ! } } } :n !. Given two multi-indices :, ;, we say that ;: if and only
if ;i:i for all 1in and we set ( :;)=
: !
; !(:&;)! .
For any x=(x1 , ..., xn) # Rn and any multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n),
x:=x:11 } } } x
:n
n and similarly for differential operators D
:=:1x:11 } } }
:nx:nn . By {
mu and |{mu|, we denote respectively the vector (D:u) |:| =m
and its length |{mu|=( |:|=m |D:u|2)12.
The Euclidean ball of centre x and radius r>0 is denoted by Br (x).
Sometimes we drop the centre in the notation when it plays no role.
By T: A  B, we mean that T (or some extension of T ) is a bounded
operator from A into B and &T&A  B is its norm.
We shall use the classical definitions for the Sobolev spaces Wm, p, W m, p0 ,
Wm, ploc on open sets, m # Z and 1p. See [1, 6, 16]. In particular, the
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notation Hm stands for Wm, 2. Norms in L p-spaces are denoted by & &p or
& &L p(0) depending on the context. Our spaces will be complex vector
spaces. We denote undifferently the usual complex scalar product ( , ) on
L2 or the sesquilinear duality forms between distributions and test func-
tions. We also use (u, v) for (u, v ).
As usual, c denotes a generic constant whose value may change from line
to line.
1.1. Elliptic Operators and Systems
Let m # N*. Let a:; (x) be a complex-valued bounded measurable func-
tions on Rn where :, ; are multi-indices such that |:|=|;|=m. Set
Q0 (u, v)=|
Rn
:
|:|=|;|=m
a:; (x) D;u(x) D:v(x) dx (1)
for all u, v # Hm (Rn). The form Q0 is continuous on H m (Rn) and if one
defines M0=&&(a:; (x))&& , where &(a:; (x))& is the norm of the matrix
(a:; (x)) regarded as a bounded operator on some C p, then
|Q0 (u, v)|M0 &{mu&2 &{mv&2 (2)
for all u, v # H m (Rn).
Under these assumptions, by a variation on the Lax-Milgram lemma,
there exists a unique operator in divergence form L0 : H m (Rn)  H &m (Rn),
linear and continuous, such that for all u, v # Hm (Rn),
(L0 u, v) =Q0 (u, v). (3)
We write this operator as (&1)m  |:|=|;| =m D: (a:;D;) and we say it is
associated with the form Q0 or with the coefficients a:; . Note that its
adjoint L0* is associated with the coefficients a;: .
We call Ga# rding inequality the following ellipticity condition: there exist
constants $0>0 and *00 such that for all u # H m (Rn),
Re Q0 (u, u)$0 &{mu&22&*0 &u&
2
2 . (4)
When *0=0 we will speak of the strong Ga# rding inequality.
Definition 1. For m1, $0>0, *00 and M00, we denote by
E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) the class of the operators associated with a sesquilinear
form satisfying (1), (2) and (4). The operators in this class are called
homogeneous elliptic operator of order 2m.
The same construction applies to inhomogeneous elliptic operators: they
are associated to complex-valued coefficients a:; defined for |:|, |;|m.
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Definition 2. We denote by E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) the class of inhomo-
geneous elliptic operators of order 2m of the form
L= :
|:| m, |;| m
(&1) |:| D: (a:; D;) (5)
whose leading part
L0=(&1)m :
|:|=|;|=m
D: (a:; D;)
belongs to E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) and whose other coefficients are bounded with
M= :
2m
k=1
M 2mkk ,
where
Mk=sup[&a:; & ; |:| , |;|m, |:|+|;|=2m&k].
Observe that with these definitions, E2m ($0 , *0 , M0)=E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 ,
0), so that the subscript 0 will often be reserved for homogeneous operators
and their corresponding constants. We apologize the reader for heavy nota-
tions but it is important to keep track of constants.
It should be noticed that operators in E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) also satisfy a
Ga# rding inequality as a consequence of the one for their leading part.
Indeed, there exists a constant c depending on n, m and $0 , such that for
all L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) and for all u # H m (Rn),
Re Q(u, u)
$0
2
&{mu&22&(*0+cM) &u&
2
2 , (6)
where Q is the associated sesquilinear form. This is a consequence of classi-
cal interpolation inequalities.
Let us come to semigroups. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) and set
D(L)=[u # Hm (Rn), Lu # L2 (Rn)].
As a consequence of (6) a well-known theorem (see [21], Theorem 1.24 of
Chapter IX) asserts that
Lemma 3. There exists *0 ( for example, *=*0+cM in (6)) such that
the operator L+*, restricted to D(L), is maximal accretive of type |< ?2
and &(L+*) is the generator of a contraction semigroup e&t(L+*) on
L2 (Rn) that is analytic.
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Since e&tL=e&t(L+*)e*t, it follows from the aforementioned observations
that
&e&t*&L2  L2e(*0+cM) t. (7)
For further details consult [21].
Let us finish this section with a short discussion on elliptic systems.
For N1, u # L2 (Rn, CN) if |u| # L2 (Rn) with |u|=(Ni=1 |ui |
2)12 and
u # H m(Rn, CN) if D:u # L2 (Rn, CN) for all : # Nn, |:|m. Elliptic systems
are vector-valued operators of the form (5) acting from Hm (Rn, CN) into
H&m (Rn, CN). In such a case a:; (x) # MN(C), the space of N_N complex
matrices and |a:; (x)| should be understood as the matrix norm subor-
dinated to the hermitian structure of CN. The elliptic systems of interest to
us are those satisfying a Ga# rding inequality such as (6). It is known to hold
under strong ellipticity condition Re a ij:; (x) !:, i! ;, j$ |!|
2 a.e., ! # C p_N
or under uniform continuity and the LegendreHadamard condition
Re  a ij:; (x) !
:! ;’i ’ j$ |!|2m |’|2 \! # Cn, \’ # CN [1]. All of our results
for elliptic operators apply to elliptic systems subject to a Ga# rding
inequality. We shall leave the verification to the reader. From now on, we
consider scalar elliptic operators.
1.2. Two elliptic regularity conditions
The first one is a regularity condition expressed in terms of the form
associated to elliptic operators of order 2m. Let us first recall what a weak
solution is.
Definition 4 (L-harmonic functions). Let 0 be an open bounded set
in Rn. For L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) and f # H&m (0), a weak solution of
Lu= f in 0 is defined by
u # H m (0) and for all . # C0 (0) Q(u, .)=( f, .),
or equivalently, if
u # H m(0) and for all . # H m0 (0) Q(u, .)=( f, .).
An L-harmonic function is a weak solution of Lu=0 in 0.
Definition 5. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), + # (max(0, m& n2), m] and
R0 # (0, ]. We say that L satisfies the Dirichlet property D(+, R0) if the
following condition holds: there exists a constant c0>0 such that for all
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R # (0, ) with RR0 , for all x0 # Rn and for all L-harmonic function v
in BR (x0), one has
|
Br (x0)
|{mv|2c0 \ rR+
n&2m+2+
|
Br(x0)
|{mv|2 (D)
provided 0<rR.
Note that the exponent n&2m+2+ is nonnegative.
We shall often abbreviate D(+, R0) by (D) loc which we call the local
Dirichlet property and D(+, ) by (D) which we call the global Dirichlet
property.
To define the next elliptic regularity condition, let us recall the definition
of Ho lder spaces. A function u: 0/Rn  C is Ho lder continuous with
exponent & # (0, 1] if
[u] (&)0 = sup
x{ y # 0
|u(x)&u( y)|
|x& y| &
<.
Then C0, & (0) denotes the space of bounded Ho lder continuous functions
on 0. For m # N and 0<&1, Cm, & (0) is the space of functions u # Cm (0)
with bounded derivatives such that the m th order derivatives belong to
C0, & (0). This is a Banach space for the norm
&u&Cm, &(0)= :
|:|m
&D:u&L(0)+ :
|:|=m
[D:u] (&)0 .
Definition 6. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), + # (max(0, m& n2), m]"N
and R0 # (0, ]. Write +=l+&, where l # [0, ..., m&1] and & # (0, 1). We
say that L has the Ho lder property H(+, R0) if the following condition
holds: there exists a constant c1>0 such that for all R # (0, ) with
RR0 , for all x0 # Rn, for all L-harmonic function v in BR (x0) and for all
multi-index # # Nn with |#|l,
R |#| sup
BR2(x0)
|D#v|c1 :
m
k=0
R(2k&n)2 \|BR (x0) |{
kv|2+
12
, (H1)
and if |#|=l,
R |#|+& [D#v] (&)BR2 (x0)c1 :
m
k=0
R(2k&n)2 \|BR (x0) |{
kv|2+
12
. (H2)
Similarly as above, we will use (H) loc and (H) to abbreviate H(+, R0)
and H(+, ) respectively.
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Remark 7. In the case of second order operators, one could remove the
term with the gradient thanks to Caccioppoli’s inequality.
1.3. Heat Kernels and the Gaussian Property
Definition 8. For L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), by K Lt (x, y) # D$(R
n_Rn),
we denote the distributional kernel of the semigroup e&tL, i.e., K Lt is
defined by
(e&tLf, g)=(K Lt , gf ),
for all f, g # C 0 (R
n). We refer to this kernel as to the heat kernel of L. We
often drop the superscript L in the notation when there is no risk of confu-
sion.
Introduce the function gm, a(s)=exp(&as2m(2m&1)) for a>0, m # N*.
Defintion 9. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), + # (max(0, m& n2), m]"N
and t0 # (0, ]. Write +=l+&, where l # [0, ..., m&1] and & # (0, 1). We
say that L has the property G(+, t0) if the following conditions hold: there
exist constants c20 and a>0, such that for all t # (0, ) with tt0 , for
all x, y, h # Rn and for all multi-index # # Nn, we have
|D#xKt (x, y)|+|D
#
yKt (x, y)|
c2
t(n+|#| )2m
gm, a \ |x& y|t12m + (G1)
when |#|l, and
|D#xKt (x+h, y)&D
#
xKt (x, y)|
c2
t (n+|#| )2m \
|h|
t12m+
&
, (G2)
|D#y Kt (x, y+h)&D
#
yKt (x, y)|
c2
t (n+|#| )2m \
|h|
t12m+
&
(G3)
when |#|=l.
Remark 10. The inequalities (G2) and (G3) are equivalent to the
following estimate
sup
y # Rn
[D#xKt ( } , y)]
(&)
Rn + sup
x # Rn
[D#yKt (x, } )]
(&)
Rn 
c
t(n+|#|+&)2m
.
Using the semigroup property, one can deduce from (G) estimates for
cross-derivatives of Kt (x, y) (see [30]).
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Again, we often use (G) loc and (G) to abbreviate G(+, t0) and G(+, )
respectively.
1.4. Invariance by Dilations and Translations
Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) associated with coefficients a:; (x). Consider
z # Rn and s # R*+ and denote by L(s, z) the operator
L(s, z)=s2mT &1LT, (8)
where T is defined by Tf (x)= f ( x&zs ). A calculation shows that
L(s, z)= :
|:|m, |;|m
(&1) |:| D: (s2m&|:|&|;|a:; (s } +z) D;).
From this it is easy to see that L(s, z) # E2m ($0 , *0 s2m, M0 , Ms2m). As for
heat kernels, if K Lt (x, y) and K
L(s, z)
t (x, y) denote respectively the kernels of
e&tL and e&tL(s, z), then
K L(s, z)t (x, y)=s
nK Ls2mt (sx+z, sy+z). (9)
It follows that under the affine transformation T, L becomes L(s, z) and
1. the property D(+, R0) becomes D(+, R0 s&1) with the same con-
stant c0 in (D),
2. the property H(+, R0) becomes H(+, R0s&1) with the same con-
stant c1 in (H1) and (H2),
3. the property G(+, t0) becomes G(+, t0s&2m) with the same con-
stants c2 , a in (G1), (G2) and (G3).
In particular, the class E2m ($0 , 0, M0) remains invariant under all affine
transformations, and the properties (D), (H) and (G) as well.
2. STATEMENTS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 11 (local version). Assume that L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). The
following are equivalent:
1. L0 and L0* have the local Dirichlet property (D) loc .
2. L0 and L0* have the local Ho lder property (H) loc .
3. L0 has the local Gaussian estimates (G) loc .
Note that (G) loc is stable by taking adjoints: this is why L0* does not
appear in Part 3.
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We have also a global version
Theorem 12. Assume that L0 # E2m ($0 , 0, M0). The following are equiv-
alent:
1. L0 and L0* have the Dirichlet property (D).
2. L0 and L0* have the Ho lder property (H).
3. L0 has the Gaussian estimates (G).
We shall prove only the local version. The argument will be presented in
such details that it can be easily adapted to prove the global version. Our
strategy is to proceed with the implications (D) loc O (G) loc O (H)loc O
(D) loc . More precisely,
Proposition 13. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), +0 # (max(0, m& n2), m]
and R0 # (0, ). If the principal part L0 and L0* satisfy D(+0 , R0) then L
satisfies G(’, t0) for all ’ # (0, +0)"N, for some t0 # (0, ).
Proposition 14. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M), +0 # (max(0, m& n2),
m]"N and t0 # (0, ). If L satisfies G(+0 , t0) then L and L* verify H(’, R0)
for all ’ # (max(0, m& n2), +0)"N, for some R0 # (0, ).
Proposition 15. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) and +0 # (max(0, m& n2), m].
If L0 satisfies H(+0 , R0) then L0 satisfies D(+0 , R0).
The global version of these statements are for operators L0 in E2m ($0 , 0,
M0) and R0=t0=. Note that Propositions 13 and 14 are for
inhomogeneous operators but not Proposition 15. We have not found a
statement of the latter for inhomogeneous operators.
These results already give stability under perturbations with lower order
terms.
Theorem 16. Consider L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) with leading part L0 . If
L0 has the local gaussian property (G) loc then L satisfy (G) loc as well.
Proof. By Theorem 11, L0 and L0* satisfy (D) loc . Then Proposition 13
gives the result. K
Our method can be used for interior estimates as it is completely local
in space.
Theorem 17. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) and 0 be a bounded open set
of Rn. If L and L* satisfy (D)loc for balls B such that 2B/0 and . # C0 (0)
then the kernels .(x) K Lt (x, y) .( y) satisfy (G1), (G2), (G3) for small time.
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Conversely, if L satisfy (G)loc only on 0_0 then L and L* satisfy (D) loc
on all balls B such that 2B/0$ where 0$ is relatively compact in 0.
The proof of this result is a corollary of the proof of Theorem 11 and will
not be included.
3. PROOF OF THE EQUIVALENCE
3.1. MorreyCampanato Spaces
Let us recall the definition and some properties of MorreyCampanato
spaces. Full details can be found, e.g., in [6, 17].
For 0*n, define the Morrey space L2, * (Rn)=L2, * as the space of
functions u # L2loc such that
&u&L2, * :=\ supx # Rn, 0<\1 \&* |B\ (x) |u|
2+
12
<+.
Note that L &L2, n/L2, *1/L2, *2/L2, 0 if 0<*2<*1<n. We remark
that L2, 0=L2loc, unif . Hence H
m
loc, unif is normed by &u&L2, 0+ } } } +&{
mu&L2, 0 .
Let 0*n+2k, where k is an integer larger than or equal to 1. By
L2, *k (R
n)=L2, *k , we denote the space of functions u # L
2
loc such that
&u&Lk2, * :=\ supx # Rn, 0<\1 _\&* infP # Pk&1 |B\ (x) |u( y)&P( y)|
2 dy&+
12
is finite, where Pl is the class of polynomials of degree less than or equal
to l. In other words, u # L2, *k if and only if there exists a constant c>0
such that for all x # Rn and 0<\1, there exists a polynomial P=
Pu, x, \ # Pk&1 such that
|
B\ (x)
|u&P|2c\*.
The spaces L2, * and L2, 0 & L2, *k , equipped with the norm &u&L2, * and
&u&L2, 0+&u&Lk2, * respectively, are Banach spaces. It is convenient to let
L2, *0 =L
2, *. We give some properties for later use:
(a) L2, 0 & L2, *m &L
2, 0 & L2, *k if 0*<n+2k and 0km.
(b) L2, 0 & L2, *k+1 &C
k, : if n+2k<*<n+2(k+1) where := *&n2 &k.
Here, the symbol & means that the spaces are isomorphic as normed
spaces. The same isomorphisms hold if one replaces L2, 0 by L2.
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The following results are useful for the proof of Proposition 13.
Lemma 18 (Poincare ’s inequality in MorreyCampanato spaces). There
exists a constant c>0 such that for all u # H mloc and *0, we have
&u&Lm2, *+2mc &{
mu&L2, * . (10)
Proof. Let u # H mloc and fix a ball Br (x) with radius r1. As u #
Hm (Br (x)), there exists by Poincare ’s inequality (see [17], Chapter III) a
unique polynomial 6=6(x, r, u) # Pm&1 such that
|
Br(x)
|u( y)&6( y)|2 dycr2m |
Br(x)
|{mu|2.
Furthermore, the constant c does not depend on x, r and u. It follows that
sup
x, r
r&*&2m inf
P # Pm&1
|
Br(x)
|u&P| 2sup
x, r \r&*&2m |Br(x) |u&6|
2+
c sup
x, r \r&* |Br(x) |{
mu|2+
=c &{mu&2L2, * ,
which proves the result. K
Lemma 19. Let m # N* with 2m<n and { # [2m, n). Then for all
u # H mloc
:
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, {C(&{
mu&2L2, {&2+&u&
2
H m&1
loc, unif
), (11)
where C=C(m, n).
Proof. The first step is to show by an induction on k1 with 2k<n
that the following property holds: there exists a constant c>0 such that for
all { # (2k, n] we have for all u # H mloc ,
&{m&ku&2L2, {c &{mu&2L2, {&2k+c :
k
i=1
&{m&iu&2L2, 0 . (12)
The proof uses Lemma 18 and the property (a).
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Next, this inequality yields (with a different constant)
:
|;| <m
&D;u&2L2, { c :
m
k=1
&{m&ku&2L2, {
c :
m
k=1 \&{
mu&2L2, {&2k+ :
k
i=1
&{m&iu&2L2, 0+ .
We have &{mu&2L2, {&2k&{mu&2L2, {&2 by the inclusions between Morrey
spaces, thus
:
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, { cm &{
mu&2L2, {&2+c :
m
k=1
:
k
i=1
&{m&iu&2L2, 0
=cm &{mu&2L2, {&2+c :
m
i=1
(m&i+1) &{m&iu&2L2, 0
cm &{mu&2L2, {&2+cm :
m
i=1
&{m&iu&2L2, 0
and (11) follows.
3.2. From Estimates on Dirichlet Integrals to the Gaussian Property
The argument relies on elliptic regularity results for inhomogeneous
elliptic equations, in the spirit of Morrey.
3.2.1. Elliptic theory. Let us begin with a classical lemma. Introduce
c(n) as the smallest constant c in the inequality B |w|
2c B |{
mw| 2 for all
w # H m0 (B), B being the unit ball.
Lemma 20. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). Define \0 # (0, +] by \2m0 =
$0 (2c(n) *0). Fix R # (0, ) with R\0 . For all u # H m (BR), there exists a
unique function w # H m0 (BR) such that v=w+u is L0 -harmonic on BR and
one has,
|
BR
|{mv|2c |
BR
|{mu|2, (13)
where c>0 is a constant which depends only on $0 , *0 , M0 , n, m.
Proof. Since u # Hm (BR), L0 u # H&m (BR). In addition, Ga# rding
inequality (4) and Poincare ’s inequality imply that Q0 is a coercive form on
H m0 (BR). Indeed, one has for w # H
m
0 (BR),
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Re Q0 (w, w)$0 |
BR
|{mw|2&*0 |
BR
|w| 2
$0 |
BR
|{mw|2&c(n) *0 R2m |
BR
|{mw| 2

$0
2 |BR |{
mw| 2,
since c(n) *0R2mc(n) *0\2m0 $0 2.
Thus, Lax-Milgram Lemma shows the existence of a unique solution
w # H m0 (BR) of the equation Q0 (w, ,)=&Q0 (u, ,), for all functions
, # H m0 (BR). Applying this to w and using CauchySchwarz inequality to
bound Q0 (u, w) we get
\$02 +
2
|
BR
|{mw| 2M 20 |
BR
|{mu| 2.
It suffices to note that v=w+u is a weak solution of L0v=0 on BR to
conclude. K
Let us recall a lemma due to Campanato. For the proof, consult, e.g.,
[6, 17]. We state it in a precise way to show the dependence of various
constants.
Lemma 21 (Campanato). Let ,, |: [0, \0]  R+ be two non-decreasing
functions. Suppose that for 0<\r\0 ,
,(\)a _\\r+
:
+w(r)& ,(r)+br;,
where a, b, : and ; are constants with a1, b0 and :>;>0. Set
=0 :==0 (a, :, ;)=sup [a&1{#&{:; 0{<1, ;<#<:].
If I=[0<r\0 , |(r)<=0] is not empty (or equivalently lim |(r)<=0 at
0), choose \1<sup I if \0  I or \1=\0 otherwise. Then for 0<\r\1 ,
,(\)c _\\r+
;
,(r)+b\;& ,
where c depends only on a, :, and ;.
Now, we can state the result of central importance to our method.
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Theorem 22. Assume that L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) has the property D(+0 , R0)
with constant c0 . Consider Rinf(1, \0 , R0) where \0 is defined in Lemma 20
and u # Hm (BR) a weak solution on BR of the equation
L0u= g0+ :
0<|:|<m
D:g:+ :
|:|=m
D:h: ,
where g0 # L2, ’, g: # L2, *, h: # L2, + with 0’, *, +<n. Then, for all
= # (0, n&2m+2+0) there exists a constant c>0 which depends on $0 , *0 ,
M0 , ’, *, +, c0 , n, m, +0 and =, such that setting
&=inf(’+2m, *+2, +, n&2m+2+0&=) (14)
we have for all 0<rR,
|
Br
|{mu|2c \ rR+
&
|
BR
|{mu|2
+cr& \&g0&2L2, ’+ :
0<|:|<m
&g: &2L2, *+ :
|:|=m
&h: &2L2, ++ . (15)
Here, the balls Br have same centre as BR .
Remark 23. We distinguish the terms g0 , g: and h: for later purpose
(see the proof of Theorem 25).
Proof. To simplify the argument, & &2 denotes here (BR | |
2)12. Let
v # Hm (BR) be associated with u as in Lemma 20 and let 0<rR. One has
successively by D(+0 , R0) and (13),
|
Br
|{mu| 22 \|Br |{
mv| 2+|
Br
|{m (u&v)|2+
2c0 \ rR+
n&2m+2+0
|
BR
|{mv| 2+2 |
BR
|{m (u&v)| 2
2c1 \ rR+
n&2m+2+0
|
BR
|{mu| 2+2 |
BR
|{m (u&v)|2.
Set w=u&v. One has
L0w=L0 u= g0+ :
0<|:| <m
D:g:+ :
|:|=m
D:h:
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so that
Q0 (w, w)=(g0 , w) + :
0<|:|<m
(&1) |:| (g: , D:w)
+(&1)m :
|:|=m
(h: , D:w) .
By the argument of the previous lemma (since R\0) and by Cauchy
Schwarz inequality,
$0
2 |BR |{
mw|2&g0&2 &w&2+ :
0<|:| <m
&g:& &D:w&2
+ :
|:|=m
&h:&2 &D:w&2 .
By Poincare ’s inequality, one has &D:w&2c(n, :) Rm&|:| &{mw&2 . Using
also the fact that R1, this leads to
|
BR
|{mw|2c &{mw&2 \Rm &g0&2+R :
0<|:|<m
&g:&2+ :
|:|=m
&h: &2+ .
By hypothesis (recall that & &2=(BR | |
2)12),
&g0&2R’2 &g0&L 2, ’ , &g:&2R*2 &g:&L 2, * , &h:&2R+2 &h:&L 2, + .
Therefore, after simplification by &{mw&2 and taking squares we obtain
|
BR
|{mw|2cRinf(’+2m, *+2, +)K,
where
K=&g0&2L2, ’+ :
0<|:|<m
&g:&2L2, *+ :
|:| =m
&h: &2L2, + .
Altogether, we have obtained that
|
Br
|{mu|2c \ rR+
n&2m+2+0
|
BR
|{mu|2+cR inf(’+2m, *+2, +)K.
Last, fix = # (0, n&2m+2+0). Lemma 21 applied to ,(r)=Br |{
mu| 2 yields
|
Br
|{mu|2c \ rR+
&
|
BR
|{mu|2+cr&K,
with &=inf(’+2m, *+2, +, n&2m+2+0&=). K
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Remarks 24. 1. The role of =: When inf(’+2m, *+2, +)n&2m+
2+0 , one of the assumptions of Lemma 21, namely ;<:, is not satisfied.
To solve this problem, it suffices to remark that R1, and so
Rinf(’+2m, *+2, +)Rn&2m+2+0&=.
2. If we want the inequality to hold for all R1, then we have a
multiplicative factor inf(\0 , R0)&& in front of the constant c in (15).
Theorem 25. Let L # L($0 , *0 , M0 , M) such that its leading part
satisfies D(+0 , R0). Let u # H mloc, unif and set Lu=h. If h # L
2, } for some
0}<n, then for all = # (0, n&2m+2+0),
u # L2, {+2mm ,
where {=inf(}+2, n&2m+2+0&=), and we have for all % satisfying
0%{+2m,
&u&Lm2, %c(&u&H mloc, unif+&h&L2, }), (16)
where c depends on $0 , *0 , M0 , M, }, inf(1, \0 , R0), c0 , n, m, +0 and = (\0
is defined in Lemma 20).
Proof. Denote by L0 the leading part of L, which by assumption
belongs to E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). The equation Lu=h is equivalent to
L0u=h& :
0|:| <m
D: \(&1) |:| :
|;|m
a:; D;u+
& :
|:|=m
D: \(&1)m :
|;|<m
a:; D;u+ .
Fix # # [2, {] and apply (15) and the second remark above on every ball
BR , R1, with
g0 =h& :
|;|m
a0; D;u, ’=#&2,
g:=(&1) |:| :
|;| m
a:; D;u, *=#&2,
h:=(&1)m :
|;|<m
a:; D;u, +=#.
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By the definition of M, &a:; &Mk2m when |:|+|;|=2m&k<2m,
hence we obtain
&{mu&2L2, # c &{mu&2L2, 0+c \&h&2L2, #&2+ :
|;|m
&D;u&2L2, #&2
+ :
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, #+ .
Next, write
:
|;|m
&D;u&2L2, #&2c \&{mu&2L2, #&2+ :
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, #&2+
and observe that the norms & &L2, * are increasing with * and that 0
#&2#{}. Hence,
&{mu&2L2, # c &{mu&2L2, 0+c &h&2L2, }+c &{mu&2L2, #&2
+c :
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, # .
Since by Lemma 19,
:
|;|<m
&D;u&2L2, #c &{
mu&2L2, #&2+c &u&
2
H m&1
loc, unif
,
we have obtained for all # such that 2#{,
&{mu&2L2, #c &u&
2
H m
loc, unif
+c &h&2L2, }+c &{
mu&2L2, #&2 .
By an iteration, we see that &{mu&L2, {< and
&{mu&L2, {c(&u&H m
loc, unif
+&h&L2, }). (17)
The conclusion of the proof follows from the inequality (10). K
Remark 26. A closer look at the proof shows that the growth of c as
a function of M is polynomial.
3.2.2. Proof of Proposition 13. We begin with two auxiliary results.
Introduce C2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M, A) the class of E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) consisting
of those operators which are invertible from Hm (Rn) onto H &m (Rn)
with the norm of the inverse bounded by A. For example, if
L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) then for * large enough, L0+* is in a class
C2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , |*|, A) for some A>0.
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Lemma 27. Consider L # C2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M, A) with the assumptions of
Theorem 25. Then for all = # (0, n&2m+2+0) and all real $ such that
0$<n, we have
{mL&1 : L2 & L2, $  L2 & L2, { (18)
L&1: L2 & L2, $  L2 & L2, {+2mm (19)
L&1: L2 & L2, $  L2 & L2, { (20)
with {=inf($+2, n&2m+2+0&=).
Proof. (18) and (19) are direct consequences of (17) and (16) together
with the fact that L&1 is bounded on L2 (Rn).
To show (20), first observe that L2, {+2mm /L
2, {
m and then use the fact
that L2 & L2, {m is isomorphic to L
2 & L2, { since 0{<n (property (a) in
Section 3.1). K
Remark 28. Obviously, if $<{ (i.e., $<n&2m+2+0), we have a
gain of regularity. If $n&2m+2+0 , {mL&1 maps at best into
=>0 L2, n&2m+2+0&= in (18). Note that { in (20) is not optimal but it
suffices for our purpose.
Lemma 29. Assume that +0 # (l, l+1), with l # [0, ..., m&1] and
n&2m+2+0>0. There exists an integer k0 depending on n&2m+2+0 with
the following property: for all & # (0, +0&l ), for all kk0 and for all
L # C2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M, A) such that its leading part L0 satisfies D(+0 , R0),
L&k: L2  Cl, &. (21)
Proof. Let k0 be the first integer with 2k0n&2m+2+0 . Let {k=
inf({k&1 , n&2m+2&) for kk0 . We see that {k=2k if kk0&1 and
{k0=n&2m+2&. By invertibility, (20) and (19), we have, if kk0
L&(k&k0) : L2  L2
L&(k0&1): L2  L2 & L2, {k0&1
L&1: L2 & L2, {k0&1  L2 & L2, {k0+2mm .
Thus,
L&k: L2  L2 & L2, n+2&m .
Finally, we conclude with L2 & L2, n+2&m &L
2 & L2, n+2&l+1 /C
l, & (by proper-
ty (b), Section 3.1). K
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Remark 30. The value obtained for k0 from our iteration is probably
not minimal under the assumptions of Lemma 29.
Lemma 31. If L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) is such that its leading part,
together with its adjoint, satisfies D(+0 , R0), then for all t # (14, 4) and
all |#|l, e&tL: L2  Cl, & and similarly e&tL*: L2  Cl, &. Furthermore, if
KLt (x, y) denotes the heat kernel of e
&tL, then for t # (14, 4) we have
|D#xK
L
t (x, y)|+|D
#
yK
L
t (x, y)|c
if |#|l, and if |#|=l and 0<&<+0&l
|D#xK
L
t (x+h, y)&D
#
xK
L
t (x, y)|c |h|
&,
|D#yK
L
t (x, y+h)&D
#
yK
L
t (x, y)|c |h|
&.
The constant c and the operator norms depend on $0 , *0 , M0 , M, c0 , +0 , R0 ,
n, m and &.
Proof. Pick *=*0+cM+$0 2 with *0+cM as in (6). Then e&t(L+*) is
a contraction on L2 and by analyticity of the semigroup, for all k # N
tk " d
k
dtk
e&t(L+*)"2 Ck & f &2 , (22)
with Ck depending also on $0 , M0 and M. Moreover, we see that L+* #
C2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M, 2$0) as easily seen from (6). Writing
e&t(L+*)=(L+*)&k (L+*)k e&t(L+*)=(L+*)&k (&1)k
d k
dtk
e&t(L+*)
and using the estimate (22) and Lemma 29 we obtain that e&t(L+*): L2 
Cl, & and in particular D#e&t(L+*): L2  L for all |#|l.
Since we assume the same hypothesis on L*, this implies e&t(L+*):
L1  Cl, & and the same boundedness result for the dual semigroup. The
estimates for the kernel K Lt (x, y) follow easily. K
Remark 32. Since we have used the bounds of Theorem 25, the con-
stant c and the operator norms grow polynomially in M, such as (1+M) p,
where p is some large integer independent of L.
Now, we begin the proof of Proposition 13. Consider the operator
L(s, 0)=s2mT &1LT defined in Section 1.4 which we denote by Ls in this
argument. We remind the reader that Ls belongs to the class E2m ($0 , *0 s2m,
M0 , Ms2m) for all s>0. Let Fm be the set of functions , # C0 (R
n, R) such
that &D:,&1 for all : # Nn with 1|:|m. For =>0 and , # Fm , let
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e\=, denote the operator of pointwise multiplication by the function
e\=,(x). We shall apply the preceding results to Ls=,=e
=,Lse&=,.
First, a calculation of Ls=, using the associated form shows that L
s
=, is in
the class E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M+c1=2m) for all s # (0, 1], = # R and , # Fm ,
where c1 depends only on n and m. Thus
&e&tL
s
=,&L2  L2e(*0+c(M+c1=
2m)) t, (23)
for all t>0, = # R, s # (0, 1] and , # Fm (see (7)). Let |#|l. Combining
(23) with Lemma 31 and Remark 32 we obtain
&D#e&(12) L
s
=,&L2  LC[1+(M+c1=2m)] p e(*0+c(M+c1 =
2m))2,
and
&e&(12) L
s
=,&L1  L2C[1+(M+c1 =2m)] p e(*0+c(M+c1 =
2m))2.
Hence, by the semigroup property
&D#e&L
s
=,&L1  LC2[1+(M+c1=2m)]2p e(*0+c(M+c1 =
2m)),
that is, for almost every (x, y) # R2n,
|D#xK
Ls=,
1 (x, y)|C
2[1+(M+c1=2m)]2p e(*0+c(M+c1 =
2m)),
where K L
s
=,
1 (x, y) denotes the kernel of e
&Ls=,.
Let us assume that #=0. Since
K L
s
=,
1 (x, y)=e
=,(x)K Ls1 (x, y) e
&=,( y), (24)
we have obtained
|K Ls1 (x, y)|C
2[1+M+c1=2m]2p
_exp(*0+c(M+c1 =2m)&=(,(x)&,( y))),
for almost all x, y # Rn. Fix x, y, choose , # Fm such that ,( y)&,(x)=
& 12 |x& y| (see [9]). Then optimizing with respect to = leads to
|K Ls1 (x, y)|C
2e*0+cM (1+M+c$1 |x& y|2m(2m&1))2p
_exp(&a |x& y|2m(2m&1)),
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where a is a nonnegative constant. Up to changing a to a smaller constant
we have obtained that there exists constants C, a>0 such that
|K Ls1 (x, y)|C exp(&a |x& y|
2m(2m&1)),
for all s # (0, 1].
The case where |#|l is handled using Leibniz formula in (24) and
tedious but straightforward calculations. We skip details.
We also have the Ho lder estimates in x for D#xK
Ls
1 (x, y) when |#|=l
directly from Lemma 31. Of course, the roles of x and y can be reversed.
So far, we have obtained the estimates (G1), (G2) and (G3) for the scaled
kernels K Lst (x, y) at time t=1 with s # (0, 1]. It remains to observe that
D#K Lt (x, y)=t
&(n+|#| )2m D#K L
t12m
1 \ xt12m ,
y
t12m+
so that by choosing s=t12m, the proof of Proposition 13 is complete.
3.3. From the Gaussian Estimates to Elliptic Ho lder Estimates
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 14, i.e., (G) loc implies
(H) loc for L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M).
3.3.1. Gradient estimates. Let us first recall a useful result. Its proof can
be found in ([5], Lemma 19, p. 48).
Lemma 33. Let L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M). If the kernel of e&tL satisfies
the property G(+, t0) then the same property holds for the kernel of t ddt e
&tL
with the same exponent +.
Next, let us state a result on gradient estimates.
Lemma 34 (Global gradient estimates). Let +=l+& as usual and
’ # (0, &). If L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) satisfies the property G(+, t0), we have
Kt (x, y) # C l, ’y (H
m
x (R
n)) with
sup
y # Rn
&D%xD#yKt (x, y)&L2x (Rn)ct
&|%|2m&n4m&|#|2m, (25)
when |%|m, |#|l and tt0 , and
sup
y # Rn
&D%xD
#
yKt (x, y+h)&D
%
x D
#
yKt (x, y)&L2x(Rn)
ct&|%|2m&n4m&|#|2m ( |h| & t&&2m), (26)
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where |%|m, |#|=l and tt0 . The constant c depends on the constants in
G(+, t0), +, t0 , ’, $0 , *0 , M0 , M, n and m.
Proof. Let us prove (25) first. Let f # D(Rn) and set
vt, # (x)=(e&tL D#f )(x)=(&1) |#| |
Rn
D#y Kt (x, y) f ( y) dy.
Since D#f # L2 (Rn), we have vt, # # Hm (Rn) and Lvt, #=&dvt, # dt. It follows
from the Ga# rding inequality (6) that
$0
2
&{mvt, #&22&vt, #&2 "dvt, #dt "2 +(*0+cM) &vt, #&22 .
According to the property (G1),
&vt, #&2
c
tn4m+|#|2m
& f &1 .
Also by Lemma 33,
"dvt, #dt "2 
c
t1+n4m+|#|2m
& f &1 .
Hence
&{mvt, #&2
c - $&10 (1+(*0+cM) t)
t12+n4m+|#|2m
& f &1 .
Remind that t0 is always finite unless, possibly, when L is homogeneous
(M=0) and satisfies the strong Ga# rding inequality (*0=0). In any case,
we may bound c - $&10 (1+(*0+cM) t) by a constant, which we call again c.
Apply now the well-known interpolation inequality
&D%u&2c(n, m) &{mu& |%|m2 &u&
1&|%|m
2
to vt, # to obtain
&D%vt, #&2ct&|%|2m&n4m&|#|2m & f &1 .
It suffices to let f tend a Dirac mass to obtain (25).
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Now we prove (26). Assume |#|=l. We apply the same argument by
replacing in the definition of vt, # the function f by fh ( y)= f ( y&h)& f ( y).
This leads to
vt, # (x)=(e&tL D#fh)(x)
=(&1) |#| |
Rn
(D#y Kt (x, y+h)&D
#
y Kt (x, y)) f ( y) dy.
Now, the way (G3) is expressed is not directly applicable. But interpolating
with (G1) we have an upper estimate of the form
c2
t(n+|#| )2m \
|h|
t12m+
’
_gm, a= \ |x& y|t12m ++ gm, a= \
|x& y&h|
t12m +&
for |D#yKt (x, y+h)&D
#
yKt (x, y)|, where (1&=) &=’. From this point the
rest of the proof is analogous to the proof of (25). We omit further
details. K
Notice that we have (LKt)(x, y)=& ddtKt (x, y) in D$(R
n_Rn). Here,
L acts on the first variable x. Hence, L and time derivatives commute
with D#y and we obtain (LD
#
yKt)(x, y)=&
d
dt D
#
yKt (x, y) in D$(R
n_Rn).
Lemma 34 implies that for all y # Rn, the equality
(LD#yKt)( } , y)=&
d
dt
D#yKt ( } , y), (27)
makes sense in D$(Rn) or in the weak sense as defined in Section 1.1.
Proposition 35 (Local gradient estimates). Let +=l+& as usual.
Assume that L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0 , M) has the property G(+, t0). Then, for any
’ # (0, &) there are constants c>0 and a>0 which depends only on n, m, $0 ,
*0 , M0 , M, ’, +, t0 and on the constants in G(+, t0), such that for all
0<tt0 , we have
sup
y # Rn \|R|x& y|2R |D%xD#yKt (x, y)|2 dx+
12
ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a \ Rt12m+ (28)
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when |#|l and |%|m, and
sup
y # Rn \|R|x& y|2R |D%xD#yKt (x, y+h)&D%xD#yKt (x, y)| 2 dx+
12
ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m \ |h|t12m+
’
gm, a \ Rt12m+ . (29)
when |#|=l, |%|m and |h|<R2. The function gm, a is defined in
Section 1.3.
Remarks 36. 1. The condition G(+, t0) being stable under taking
adjoints, the same inequalities hold for the kernel K t*(x, y) of the semi-
group e&tL*.
2. One can obtain better results when R2mt. The Gaussian function
plays no role and is replaced by ( R
t12m
)= if 2mn for some =>0 (see [5],
Theorem 29, p. 60) and by ( R
t12m
)n&2m if 2m<n (see [30], Proposition 53,
p. 83).
Proof. We adapt the proof in [5]. To simplify matter, set ut, # (x)=
D#y Kt (x, y). In all the argument, y and t are fixed.
Observe that there is nothing to prove when Rt12m by the global
estimates. So we restrict to the case Rt12m.
Choose . # Cm0 (R
n) as follows: .(x)=0 if |x& y| R2 or |x& y|4R,
.(x)=1 if R|x& y|2R, &D%.&cR&|%| for all multi-index % with
0|%|m.
First, by the support property of . and (G1), we have
&ut, #.&2 
C
t (n+2 |#| )2m
Rn2gm, a \ Rt12m+
=
C
t(n+2 |#| )4m \
R
t12m+
n2
gm, a \ Rt12m+ ,
and since Rt12m, we may absorb ( R
t12m
)n2 in the exponential factor up to
taking a smaller a>0. Hence,
&ut, #.&2
C
t(n+2 |#| )4m
gm, a \ Rt12m+ . (30)
Remark 37. By Lemma 33, the same estimate holds for &t(ut, # t) .&2 .
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Let us continue by proving
&D% (ut, #.)&2 ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m if |%|m, (31)
&D% (ut, #.)&2ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m gm, b \ Rt12m+ if |%|<m. (32)
First, by Leibniz formula
&D% (ut, #.)&2 c :
%$%
&D%&%$.& &D%$ut, #&2
c :
%$%
R&|%| +|%$|t&|%$|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m
=c :
%$% \
R
t12m+
&|%| +|%$|
t&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m
ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m
since Rt12m and %$%. This is the inequality (31).
To prove the inequality (32), we apply again the interpolation inequality
to ut, #. and we use (30) and (31) with |%|=m. This gives us
&D% (ut, #.)&2 c(t&12&(n+2 |#| )4m) |%|m \t&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a \ Rt12m++
1&|%|m
=ct&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a(1&|%|m) \ Rt12m+ .
Since |%|m&1, the inequality (32) is established with b=a(1& m&1m )>0.
It remains to obtain (32) for |%|=m. To this end, we use a parabolic
Caccioppoli inequality. Observe that
:
|:| , |;| m
(a:; D; (ut, #.), D: (ut, #.))
=(Lut, # , ut, #.2)+ :
:, ;, %; \
;
%+ (a:; D%ut, # D;&%., D: (ut, # .))
& :
:, ;, %: \
:
%+ (a:; D;ut, # D:&%., D% (ut, #.)).
The crucial remark is that the terms corresponding to %=; and to %=:
in the last two sums cancel each other, thus we have in fact %<; and
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%<:. Now, using the fact that ut, # t+Lut, #=0 and the Ga# rding
inequality (6), we obtain
$0
2
&t12{m (ut, #.)&22 &ut, #.&2 " t ut, #t ."2
+(*0+cM) t &ut, #.&22+tAt (33)
where At= &vt, #, :, ;&1 , the sum occurring over all pairs of multi-indices
with |:|, |;|m, and
vt, #, :, ; =D: (u t, #.) :
%<; \
;
%+ D%ut, # D;&%.
&D;ut, # :
%<: \
:
%+ D% (u t, #.) D:&%..
By (30), we already control all terms in (33) but At . We shall obtain
tAtct&(n+2 |#| )2mgm, b \ Rt12m+ (34)
so that the estimate (28) follows readily.
To prove (34) we estimate the terms &vt, #, :, ;&1 individually. To this end,
introduce a smooth function  with the same properties as . and =1
on the support of ., so that D; ut, #=D; (ut, #) on the support of .. We
concentrate on a generic term vt, #, :, ; of the form
D; (ut, # ) D% (u t, #.) D:&%.,
where |:| , |;|m and %<:. Since |%|<m, we can use (32). With (31) and
the properties of . and  we arrive at
&D; (ut, # ) D% (u t, #.) D:&%.&1
&D; (ut, #)&2 &D% (u t, # .)&2 &D:&%.&
C(t&|;|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m)
_\t&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, b \ Rt12m++ R&|:| +|%|
Ct&(|:| +|;| )2m \ Rt12m+
&|:|+|%|
t&(n+2 |#| )2mgm, b \ Rt12m+
Ct&(|:| +|;| )2mt&(n+2 |#| )2mgm, b \ Rt12m+ ,
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since Rt12m and %<:. Hence we have
t &vt, #, :, ; &1Ct1&(|:|+|;| )2mt&(n+2 |#| )2mgm, b \ Rt12m+ .
so that
tAtC \ :
|:| , |;| m
t1&(|:|+|;| )2m+ t&(n+2 |#| )2mgm, b \ Rt12m+ .
The quantity within parentheses is either bounded if tt0 or is a constant
if L is homogeneous of order 2m and (34) is proved.
It remains to show the inequality (29). First, it is enough to obtain the
inequality without the exponential term gm, a since it can be recovered by
interpolating with (28). Next, we can apply the same interpolation
inequalities to the function D#yK(x, y+h)&D
#
yK(x, y), where y, h and t
are fixed, and use (G3). There is no need for the parabolic Caccioppoli
inequality. We omit the details. K
3.3.2. Proof of Proposition 14. We have to show that L and its adjoint
satisfy H(+, R0) for some R0 . We only do it for L.
Let u be an L-harmonic function on a ball BR and X # C0 (B4R5) having
the following properties: X=1 on B3R4 and &D%X&cR&|%| for all
multi-index % # Nn such that |%|m. Put v=uX and fix # # Nn such that
|#|l.
We begin with the proof of (H1). Our aim is to show that there exits a
number K to be determined such that
\. # C0 (BR2), |(D
#v, .) |K &.&1 .
This implies indeed that D#v is bounded on BR2 with &D#v&K. We
shall see that K depends on u and R.
Let . # C0 (BR2). Put Tt=e
&tL*. Since Tt D#. # H m (Rn) and
v # Hm (Rn), we have
(D#v, .) =(&1) |#| (uX, TR2m D#.)
+(&1) |#|+1 |
R2m
0 uX,
dTt
dt
D#. dt. (35)
In order to use G(+, t0) we suppose that RR0 with R2m0 <t0 .
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Step 1. Estimation of (uX, TR2m D#.) .
We have
(uX, TR2m D#.) =(&1) |#| || D#yK*R2m (x, y)(uX)(x) .( y) dx dy.
Thus, it follows from the property (G1) that
|(uX, TR2m D#.) |c(R&2m)(n+|#| )2m || |(uX)(x)| |.( y)| dx dy,
hence, CauchySchwarz inequality with respect to x yields
|(v, TR2m D#.) |cR&n2&|#| &u&L2(BR) &.&1 . (36)
Step 2. Estimation of R2m0 |(uX, dTt dt D
#.) | dt.
Fix t # (0, R2m] and set .t, #=Tt D#.. We have
uX, dTtdt D#.= & (a:; D: (uX), D;.t, #)
= & (a:; D:u, D; (X.t, #))
& a:; :%<: \
:
%+ D%u D:&%X, D;.t, #
+ a:; D:u, :%<; \
;
%+ D%.t, # D;&%X
=f1 (t)+ f2 (t)+ f3 (t),
where the indices :, ; in the sums have length less than m.
First, f1 (t)=0 since Lu=0 in BR and X.t, # # H m0 (BR). Next, notice that
if |’|1, D’X is supported in 0=B4R5"B3R4 , and CauchySchwarz
inequality gives us
| f2 (t)| &D:&%X& &D%u&L2(0) &D;x.t, #&L2(0)
c  R&|:| +|%| &D%u&L2(BR) &D
;
x.t, #&L2(0) ,
where the sum is taken over :, ;, % such that |:|, |;|m and %<:. Since
all balls have common center, one sees that x # 0 and y # BR2 imply
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R
4 |x& y|
13R
10 . Applying (28) and Minkowski inequality for integral
leads to
&D;x.t, #&L2(0)ct&|;|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a \ Rt12m+ &.&1 .
Now,
|
R2m
0
t&|;|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a \ Rt12m+ dt=cR2m&|;|&n2&|#|,
thus
|
R2m
0
| f2 (t)| dtc &.&1  R |%|&n2&|#| &D%u&L2(BR) R
2m&|:|&|;|.
If L is homogeneous of order 2m then R2m&|:|&|;| is constant, otherwise it
is bounded because RR0 . Hence
|
R2m
0
| f2 (t)| dtc &.&1 :
0km&1
Rk&n2&|#| &{ku&L2(BR2) .
Lastly, it remains to estimate f3 (t). Similarly,
| f3 (t)| &D;&%X& &D:u&L2(0) &D%x.t, #&L2(0)
c  R&|;|+|%| &D:u&L2(BR) &D
%
x.t, #&L2(0) ,
where the sum is taken over :, ;, % such that |:|, |;|m and %<;. Again,
by (28),
&D%x.t, #&L2(0)ct
&|%|2m&(n+2 |#| )4mgm, a \ Rt12m+ &.&1
and we obtain
|
R2m
0
| f3 (t)| dtc &.&1  R&|;|+|%| &D:u&L2(BR) R
2m&|%|&n2&|#|
c &.&1  R |:|&n2&|#| &D:u&L2(BR) R
2m&|:| &|;|
c &.&1 :
0km
Rk&n2&|#| &{ku&L2(BR) .
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Thus,
|
R2m
0 }uX,
dTt
dt
D#.} dtc &.&1 :
0km
Rk&n2&|#| &{ku&L2(BR) . (37)
This ends step 2. Combining (36) and (37) we obtain
R |#| sup
BR2
|D#u|c :
m
k=0
R(2k&n)2 \|BR |{
ku| 2+
12
,
which is the property (H1).
To prove (H2), we proceed analogously. Assume that |#|=l. It suffices to
show that there exists a number K, to be determined, such that
|(D#v( } +h)&D#v, .) |K |h| ’ &.&1
for all . # C0 (BR2) and for all h # R
n such that |h|R8. Indeed, this
implies that D#v is C0, & (BR2) with [D#v] (&)BR28K. Again, K depends on u
and R.
All amounts to writing the appropriate representation. We have
(D#v( } +h)&D#v, .) =(&1) |#| (v( } +h)&v, D#.)
=(&1) |#| (v, D#.h) ,
where .h ( y)=.( y&h)&.( y). We thus replace . by .h in (35) and we
analyze the terms in the right hand side. First, we have
(v, TR2m D#.h) =(&1) |#| || v(x) D#yK*R2m (x, y) .h ( y) dx dy
=(&1) |#| || v(x)(D#yK*R2m (x, y+h)&D#y K*R2m (x, y))
_ .( y) dx dy.
According to the property (G3),
|(v, TR2m D#.h) |C(R&2m) (n+|#| )2m \ |h|R +
&
|| |v(x) .( y)| dx dy,
hence
|(v, TR2m D#.h) |CR&(n2+|#| ) \ |h|R +
&
&v&2 &.&1 .
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Next, we decompose (uX, (dTt dt) D#.h) as f1 (t)+ f2 (t)+ f3 (t), with
.t, #=Tt D#.h . Again f1 (t)=0. The analysis of f2 and f3 is line by line
similar to the above argument except for the estimate of &D;.t, #&L20) when
|;|m that needs to be changed to the following one. Observe that
D;.t, # (x)=|
Rn
(D;xD
#
yK t*(x, y+h)&D
;
xD
#
yK t*(x, y)) .( y) dy
and since x # 0, y # BR2 and |h| R8 , we have
&D;x.t, #&L2(0)ct
&|;|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m \ |h|t12m+
’
gm, a \ Rt12m+ &.&1 .
Up to changing a to a smaller value we have
&D;x.t, #&L2(0)ct
&|;|2m&(n+2 |#| )4m \ |h|R +
’
gm, a \ Rt12m+ &.&1
when tR2m. Carrying out the estimates as above leads to
R |#|+&[D#u] (&)BR2c :
m
k=0
R(2k&n)2 \|BR |{
ku| 2+
12
,
which is the inequality (H2).
3.4. From Elliptic Ho lder Estimates to Dirichlet Integrals Estimates
We show here that the property (H) implies the property (D), that is
Proposition 15. We need a technical lemma and a Caccioppoli’s inequality.
Lemma 38. Let R>0, 8: [0, R]  R+ a nondecreasing bounded func-
tion and K0, :>0. Suppose that for all =>0, there exists C=>0 such that
for all \ # [0, R],
8 \\2+=8(\)+C= K\:.
Then there exists a constant C=C(:)>0 such that for all \ # [0, R],
8(\)(2:8(R)+CKR:) \\R+
:
.
Proof. By rescaling assume that R=1. For all j # N and all =>0
8(2& j&1)=8(2& j)+C=K2&:j.
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Thus
8(2& j&1)= j+18(1)+C= K :
j
k=1
(=2:)k 2&:j.
Choosing ==2&:&1, then
8(2& j&1)2&(:+1)( j+1)8(1)+C2&:&1 K2&:j.
Let x # (0, 12]. Pick j # N such that 2
& j&2<x2& j&1, then
8(x)8(2& j&1)(2x):+1 8(1)+4:C2&:&1 Kx:
(2x): 8(1)+4:C2&:&1 Kx:.
On the other hand, if x # ( 12 , 1] then
8(x)8(1)8(1)(2x):.
Lemma 38 is proved. K
Remark 39. One can replace C=K\: by a finite sum i C=i Ki\
:i in the
statement.
Proposition 40 (Caccioppoli’s inequality). Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0).
Then for all =>0, there exists a nonnegative constant C= which depends
only on n, m, $0 , M0 and = such that for all R>0 and for all u # Hm (BR),
L0 -harmonic on BR ,
&{mu&2L2(BR2) = &{
mu&2L2(BR)+C=R
&2m &u&2L2(BR)
+
2*0
$0
&u&2L2(BR) . (38)
Note that = and C= do not depend on R.
Admit this result for the moment. Proof and full details will be given in
Section 7. We easily derive the following result.
Corollary 41. Let R>0 and u # Hm (BR). Assume that for all =>0,
there exists C=>0 such that for all r # (0, R],
&{mu&2L2(Br2)= &{
mu&2L2(Br)+C=r
&2m &u&2L2(Br)+
2*0
$0
&u&2L2(Br) ,
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and that there exists :>2m and K>0 such that for all r # (0, R],
|
Br
|u| 2Kr:.
Then there exists a constant C=C(:)>0 such that for all r # (0, R],
|
Br
|{mu|2C _|BR |{
mu| 2+KR:&2m \1+2*0$0 R2m+& \
r
R+
:&2m
.
Proof. Set 8(r)=Br |{
mu|2. The assumptions imply that
8 \ r2+=8(r)+C=Kr:&2m+
2*0
$0
Kr:.
Since :&2m>0 and :>0, Lemma 38 gives a constant C=C(:, m) such
that
8(r)(2:&2m8(R)+CKR:&2m) \ rR+
:&2m
+CK \2*0$0 + R: \
r
R+
:&2m
C$(:, m) \8(R)+KR:&2m \1+2*0$0 R2m++\
r
R+
:&2m
,
where C$(:, m)=max(2:&2m, C). K
Proof of Proposition 15. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) such that L0 satisfies
H(+, R0). We show the Dirichlet property on the unit ball B1 , the argu-
ment on other balls being the same.
Let u be L0 -harmonic on B1 . We know that u # Cl, & (B12), where
+=l+&, l # [0, ..., m&1] and & # (0, 1) and that if |#|=l
[D#u] (&)B12c :
m
k=0 \|B1 |{
ku| 2+
12
. (39)
Let P denote the Poincare polynomial with degree less than or equal to
m&1 of u on B1 . Apply (39) to u~ =u&P, in which case the right hand side
is controlled by c(B1 |{
mu~ |2)12 for some c=c(n, m) by the generalized
Poincare ’s inequalities [18].
If l=0, i.e., +=&, then for x # B12 this gives us,
|u~ (x)&u~ (0)|C |x|+ \|B1 |{
mu~ | 2+
12
.
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If l{0, we call Pl (x) the Taylor polynomial of u~ of degree l at 0. By
Taylor formula we have
u~ (x)&Pl (x)=l :
|#|=l
x#
# ! |
1
0
(D#u~ (tx)&D#u~ (0))(1&t) l&1 dt,
where we have used l 10 (1&t)
l&1 dt=1. Thus, for x # B12 ,
|u~ (x)&Pl (x)|l :
|#|=l
|x| l
#! |
1
0
(t |x| )& \|B1 |{
mu~ | 2+
12
(1&t) l&1 dt
=C |x|+ \|B1 |{
mu~ | 2+
12
:
|#| =l
|
1
0
t& (1&t) l&1
# !
dt
=C1 |x|+ \|B1 |{
mu~ | 2+
12
.
We have obtained in all cases that
|u~ (x)&Pl (x)|K |x|+,
where
K=C2 \|B1 |{
mu~ |2+
12
.
Thus, if \ 12 then
|
B\
|u~ &Pl | 2K2 |
B\
|x|2+=C2 K2\n+2+.
Since (u~ &Pl) is L0 -harmonic in B1 , Corollary 41 implies that for all \ 12 ,
|
B\
|{mu|2=|
B\
|{m (u~ &Pl)|2
C3 \|B1 |{
mu~ | 2+C2K2+ \n+2+&2m
=C3 (1+C2) \n+2+&2m |
B1
|{mu|2.
The case 12<\1 is obvious and Proposition 15 follows.
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4. PERTURBATION THEORY
4.1. Stability under L-perturbation
We are interested here in the perturbation of coefficients of the leading
part. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). We write L0= |:|=m, |;|=m (&1)m D: (a:;D;).
Let us consider a family of operators
L=0= :
|:|=m, |;|=m
(&1)m D: (a =:; D
;)
such that &a=:;&a:; &= for =>0 small enough. We state the following
result.
Lemma 42. Assume that L0 has the property D(+0 , R0). Then for all
+<+0 , there exists a constant =0>0 such that for all = # [0, =0), the operator
L=0 satisfies the property D(+, R0).
Proof. Fix a ball BR with R # (0, ) and RR0 . Let u= # Hm (BR) be
a weak solution, on BR , of L=0u
==0. Let 0<rR and v # Hm (Br) such
that L0v=0 on Br and (v&u=) # H m0 (Br) (see Lemma 20). Hence,
Br |{
mv|2c Br |{
mu=|2. According to the property D(+0 , R0), we have if
0<\r
|
B\
|{mv|2c \\r+
n&2m+2+0
|
Br
|{mv|2.
Hence,
|
B\
|{mu=|22c$ \\r+
n&2m+2+0
|
Br
|{mu=| 2
+2 |
Br
|{m (u=&v)| 2.
Setting |=u=&v, then
:
:;
|
Br
a:; D;| D:, = :
:, ;
|
Br
(a=:;&a:;) D
;u= D:,
for all , # H m0 (Br). Choose ,=|, then
|
Br
|{m||2c$&20 &a
=
:;&a:; &
2
 |
Br
|{mu=| 2
c$&20 =
2 |
Br
|{mu=|2.
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Let + # (0, +0). If =0>0 is small enough, Lemma 21 gives the existence of a
constant c0 such that for all = # [0, =0),
|
B\
|{mu=|2c0 \\r+
n&2m+2+
|
Br
|{mu=|2
for all 0<\rR0 . This proves the result. K
Corollary 43. If L0 satisfies G(+0 , t0) then L=0 satisfies G(+, t0) for
any +<+0 when = # [0, =0].
4.2. Analyticity of Heat Kernels
Let us begin with a perturbation formula for semigroups. It is convenient
to adopt the following notation. For L # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) associated with
the coefficients a:; , write L=D*AD where A=(a:;) and D=(D:). Here
the multiindices have length m.
Let L1 and L2 in E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) be associated respectively with the
coefficients A1=(a1:;) and A2=(a
2
:;) and set M=A1&A2 . We have by the
resolvent identity that
(*+L2)&1&(*+L1)&1=(*+L1)&1 (L1&L2)(*+L2)&1.
This formula should be taken in the weak sense. Here, * can be chosen
satisfying |arg (*&(*0+cM0))|<?&| (where *0+cM0 as in (6) and | is
defined in Lemma 3). Iterating this identity and using the Cauchy formula
yield
e&tL2=e&tL1+ :

k=1
Zt, k (M, ..., M), (40)
where
Zt, k (M, ..., M)=
1
2?i |1 e
t*T*, k (M, ..., M) d*
with 1=1&1 _ 11 _ 10 , 1\1=[re\i’, rR], 10=[Re i%, |%|’] (where
?
2<’<?&| and R is large enough so that * # 1 implies |arg (*&
(*0+cM0))|<?&|) and
T*, k (M1 , ..., Mk)
=(*+L1)&1 D*M1D(*+L1)&1 } } } D*MkD(*+L1)&1.
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Using known resolvent estimates (see Proposition 1, Chapter 1 in [5]), we
obtain
&Zt, k (M, ..., M)&L2  L2
c
2? |1 |e
t*| (c &M&)k |d*|c$(c &M&)k.
Now, for :>0, + # (max(0, m& n2), m)"N and t0>0 consider the space
E:, +=[ f: (0, t0)_Rn_Rn  C such that f verifies (G1), (G2), (G3)],
and equip this space with the norm defined as the smallest constant c2 in
these inequalities, so that it becomes a Banach space. Indeed, (G1), (G2)
and (G3) mean that E:, + is a weighted L and Ho lder space.
For L=D*AD denote by KA: (t, x, y) [ K At (x, y) the heat kernel of L.
Theorem 44. Assume that KA0 # E:, + for some : and +. For any :$<:
and any +$<+ there exists =0>0 such that for all A with &A&A0&<=0 ,
we have K A # E:$, +$ . In particular, we have
|D#K At (x, y)&D
#K A0t (x, y)|
C &A&A0& t&(n+|#| )2m exp {&:$ \ |x& y|t12m +
2m(2m&1)
= ,
for all |#|l, l is as in the definition of G(+, t0), and D#=D#x or D
#
y .
Proof. Let M # L (Rn, Mp (C)) for a suitable integer p with &M&=1.
The choice of the norm on Mp (C) is irrelevant. Set f (z)=K Az where
Az=A0+zM, z # C. Corollary 43 implies that f is bounded from a complex
ball [ |z|<\0] into E:$, +$ for some :$>0 and any +$<+. Let us show that
f is analytic at 0. We have by (40) and the operator norm estimates that
K Azt (x, y)=K
A0
t (x, y)+ :

k=1
zkZt, k (M, ..., M)(x, y),
where Zt, k (M, ..., M)(x, y) is the kernel of Zt, k (M, ..., M). The convergence
occurs in D$(Rn_Rn) if |z|<\1 for some \1\0 . By the Cauchy formula
we have if r<\1 and |#|l that
|D#Zt, k (M, ..., M)(x, y)|
1
2? |[ |z|=r] |D
#K Azt (x, y)|
|dz|
rk+1
.
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Since K Azt # E:$, +$ for all z, with |z|r, we deduce from all this that
&Zt, k (M, ..., M)(x, y)&E:$ , +$Cr
&k,
and thus the series  zkZt, k (M, ..., M)(x, y) converges in E:$, +$ when
|z|<\1 . Therefore, f is analytic at 0.
5. EXAMPLES
Recall that for homogeneous operators of order 2m with constant coef-
ficients, the Ga# rding inequality is equivalent to
Re :
|:| =|;|=m
a:; (x) !;!:$1 |!|2m
for some $1>0. The following result is a reformulation of classical elliptic
theory.
Proposition 45. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , 0, M0) with constant coefficients a:; .
Then L0 has the Dirichlet property D(m, ), hence G(+, ) for any +<m.
Proof. Let B1 denote the unit ball. By elliptic regularity [16] any
L0 -harmonic function u on B1 is C. There exists a constant c0=c0 (u)
such that for all r # (0, 12] we have
|
Br
|{mu|2rn &{mu&2L(B12)=c0r
n.
On the other hand, if r # ( 12 , 1] then
|
Br
|{mu|2|
B1
|{mu| 2rn2n |
B1
|{mu|2=c1rn.
Thus
|
Br
|{mu|2crn
for all r # (0, 1] with c=max(c0 , c1).
This constant depends a priori on u but an argument using the uniform
boundedness principle shows that c is proportional to B1 |{
mu| 2. Thus, one
has obtained D(m, ) on B1 and, by affine transformations, on any
ball. K
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Next, for homogeneous operators of order 2m with bounded uniformly
continuous coefficients, the condition
Re :
|:| =|;|=m
a:; (x) !;!:$1 |!|2m, \! # Rn, \x # Rn (41)
is equivalent to Ga# rding inequality (see [1, 6, 16]). Thus, the operator L0
belongs to some class E2m ($0 , *0 , M0).
Proposition 46. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) with uniformly continuous
coefficients. Then L0 has the local Dirichlet property (D) loc , hence (G) loc .
Proof. Let | (\) denote the common modulus of continuity of a:; , i.e.,
| (\)=sup [ |a:; (x)&a:; ( y)|, | y&x|\, |:|=|;|=m].
Fix a ball BR of center x0 . Let u # H m (BR) be a weak solution of
L0u= :
|:|=m, |;|=m
D: (a:; (x) D;u)=0 on BR .
Consider 0<rR and v # Hm (Br) the weak solution of
:
|:|=m, |;|=m
D: (a:; (x0) D;v)=0 on Br ,
such that v&u # H m0 (Br) and where Br is centered in x0 . The function v
exists by Lemma 20 and
|
Br
|{mv|2c |
Br
|{mu|2,
where c is independent of r and u. By Proposition 45, there exists a
constant c independent of v such that
\\ # (0, r], |
B\
|{mv|2c$ \\r+
n
|
Br
|{mv| 2.
Next
|
B\
|{mu|22 |
B\
|{mv|2+2 |
B\
|{m (u&v)|2
2cc$ \\r+
n
|
Br
|{mu|2+2 |
Br
|{m (u&v)| 2.
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Let w=u&v, then
:
:, ;
|
Br
a:; (x0) D;w D:, = :
:, ;
|
Br
(a:; (x0)&a:; (x)) D;u D:,
for all , # H m0 (Br), choosing w=,, by (41) we obtain
|
Br
|{mw|2$&21 |
2
(r) |
Br
|{mu|2.
Thus
|
B\
|{mu|2c \\\r+
n
+|2 (r)+ |Br |{
mu|2
for all \ and r such that 0<\rR and where c is a constant depending
only on n, $0 , *0 , M0 and m. Now, apply Campanato’s Lemma
(Lemma 21) with a=c, b=0, :=n and ;=n&2m+2+0 for any fixed
+0 # [0, m): if R0 is chosen so that |2 (R0)<=0 , which is possible since
lim\  0 | (\)=0 by hypothesis, then we have
|
B\
|{mu|2c$ \\r+
n&2m+2+0
|
Br
|{mu|2
for all 0<\rR0 . This proves D(+0 , R0) for L0 . K
Next, we are interested in measuring the coefficients a:; in the BMO
norm, where we set
& f &BMO=sup
\>0
|2 ( f, \),
and
|2 ( f, \)= sup
Br , 0<r\
\ 1|Br | |Br | f &mr ( f )|
2+
12
and mr ( f ) denotes the mean of f on Br .
Proposition 47. Consider L0 # E2m ($0 , 0, M0). There exists =0>0 such
that if
sup [&a:;&BMO , |:|=|;|=m]<=0 ,
then L0 satisfy the property D(+, ) for all + # (0, m), hence G(+, ) for all
+ # (0, m).
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Remark 48. Note that Ga# rding inequality always implies (41) (in the
a.e. sense), but the converse is not clear under the smallness assumption on
&a:;&BMO . Thus we make Ga# rding’s inequality as an assumption. (Added
after acceptation: P. Tchamitchian informed us (personal communication)
that he is able to prove this converse under this smallness assumption).
The next argument was known to the first author, and appears in [5].
We thank P. Acquistapace for bringing the paper [31] to our attention,
where D(+, ) is proved for systems satisfying the strong ellipticity condi-
tion.
Proof. Fix a ball BR . Let u be an L0 -harmonic function on BR . Let
r # (0, R2 ] and v be the weak solution of
:
|:|=m, |;|=m
D: (mr (a:;) D;v)=0 on Br
such that v&u # H m0 (Br). One has
|
Br
|{mv|2c |
Br
|{mu|2
where c depends only on the ellipticity constants. By Proposition 45, there
exists a constant c>0 such that
\\ # (0, r], |
B\
|{mv|2c \\r+
n
|
Br
|{mv|2.
Thus, as before,
|
B\
|{mu|2c \\r+
n
|
Br
|{mu|2+c |
Br
|{m (u&v)| 2. (V)
If |=u&v, then
:
:, ;
|
Br
mr (a:;) D;| D:. = :
:, ;
|
Br
(mr (a:;)&a:; (x)) D;u D:.
for all . # H m0 (Br). Choose .=|, then by ellipticity,
|
Br
|{m||2$&20 :
:, ;
|
Br
|mr (a:;)&a:; (x)| |D;u| |D:| |.
At this stage, we need to invoke Wm, p estimates (see Section 7).
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Theorem 49. Let R0>0 and R such that RR0 . Let x0 # Rn,
L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) and u and L0-harmonic function on BR (x0). Then there
exist ===(n, m, $0 , *0 , M0)>0 and c=c(n, m, $0 , *0 , M0)>0 such that, if
p # (2, 2+=) then u # W m, ploc (BR (x0)) with
\|Br (x) |{
mu| p+
1p
cr&n(12&1p) \|B2r (x) |{
mu|2+
12
provided B2r (x)/BR (x0) (here, balls need not be co-centered ).
Let us continue the argument. Choose p # (2, 2+=) and define q>2 by
1
2+
1
p+
1
q=1. By Ho lder inequality
|
Br
|{m|| 2$&20 :
:, ; \|Br |mr (a:;)&a:; (x)|
q+
1q
\|Br |D
;u| p+
1p
_\|Br |D
:| | 2+
12
c$&20 :
:, ; \r
&n |
Br
|mr (a:;)&a:; (x)| q+
1q
_\|B2r |{
mu| 2+
12
\|Br |{
m||2+
12
. (VV)
By JohnNirenberg inequality [19] and the definition of the BMO norm,
we know that
\ 1|Br | |Br |mr (a:;)&a:; (x)|
q+
1q
c(n, q) |2 (a:; , r)
c(n, q) &a:; &BMO
and (VV) becomes
|
Br
|{m||2c(n, q, $0) :
:, ;
&a:;&2BMO |
B2r
|{mu|2.
Therefore, we have obtained
|
B\
|{mu|2C \\\r+
n
+ :
:, ;
&a:; &2BMO+ |B2r |{
mu|2. (VVV)
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The smallness condition on &a:; &BMO is imposed by Campanato’s Lemma,
which gives us, for all +0 # (0, m), the existence of a constant C$>0 such
that
|
B\
|{mu|2C$ \\r+
n&2m+2+0
|
B2r
|{mu|2
for all 0<\r when r R2 and in particular when r=
R
2 .
The case 0< R2 \R being obvious, we have shown D(+0 , ) on the
ball BR . K
We will say that a function f # BMO belongs to vmo if
lim
\  0
|2 ( f, p)=0.
Proposition 50. Consider L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0) associated with coef-
ficients in vmo. Then L0 has the local Dirichlet property D(+, R0) for any
+ # (0, m), hence the local Gaussian property G(+, t0) for any + # (0, m).
Proof. We repeat the same argument above in which we replace
&a:;&BMO by |2 (a:; , r) in (VVV). It follows that if R0 is chosen such that
|22 (a:; , R0)<=0 ,
|
B\
|{mu|2C$ \\r+
n&2m+2+0
|
B2r
|{mu|2
for all 0<\rR0 2, which is D(+0 , R0 2). K
Note that vmo & L contains BUC, where BUC is the space of bounded
uniformly continuous functions on Rn. Hence, Proposition 50 generalizes
Proposition 46.
Let us turn to another type of examples with non-smooth coefficients,
namely operators of the form
T0=L0*aL0 ,
where L0 # E2k ($0 , 0, M0) has constant coefficients, and a # L (Rn, C),
Re(a)$>0. Such T0 belong to E4k ($$0 , 0, M$0) for some $$0>0, M$00
depending on $0 , M0 , n, k, $ and &a& . A typical example is 2k (a2k).
Proposition 51. T0 satisfies D(+, ) for any + # [0, 2k), hence
G(+, ) for any + # [0, 2k).
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Proof. First observe that by affine invariance it suffices to show
D(+, ) for T0 on the unit ball B1 . Let u # H m (B1) be a T0-harmonic
function on B1 and normalize u by B1 |{
2ku|2=1. We have to show
that
\r # [0, 1), |
Br
|{2ku| 2c(#) rn&#.
Step 1. Let v=aL0u. Since u # H 2k (B1), v # L2 (B1) with
&v&L2(B1)&a& &L0u&L2(B1)&a& c &{
2ku&L2(B1)=c &a& .
We used the fact that L0 has order 2k and constant coefficients. Since
L0*v=0, in the sense of distributions on B1 , by hypoellipticity (see ([16],
p. 56) v # C (B1) and for all \0<1,
&v&L(B\0)c \|B1 |v|
2+
12
c$ &a& ,
where c depends on \0 . Moreover v is L0*-harmonic in the sense of our
definition.
Step 2. We have u # H2k (B1) and L0 u= va in D$(B1). Let : # N
n be a
multi-index with length k. We have D:u # Hk (B1) and since L0 has con-
stant coefficients,
L0 (D:u)=D: \va+ in D$(B1).
Let \ # (0, 1) and \0 # (\, 1). Let X be a smooth cut-off function supported
in B\0 with X=1 on B\ and &X&1. Thus
L0 (D:u)=D: \vXa + in D$(B\).
Observe that
"vXa "L(Rn) "
v
a"L(B\0) c.
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As L (Rn)=L2, n (Rn), we may apply Theorem 22 to w=D:u with h:= vXa ,
+=n and +0=k to obtain for all =>0 and all r # (0, \],
|
Br
|{k (D:u)|2c \ r\+
n&=
|
B\
|{k (D:u)|2+c "vXa "
2

rn&=
c$rn&=
as B1 |{
2ku|2=1. This inequality is obvious if \<r1. Since |:|=k, we
have shown that for all =>0, there is a constant c>0 such that
\r # [0, 1), |
Br
|{2ku| 2crn&=.
Therefore T0=L0*(aL0) satisfies D(+, ) for + # [0, 2k).
6. ONE APPLICATION: MULTIPLICATIVE PERTURBATIONS
Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). We know that L0+*0 is of type |0 for
some |0 # [0, ?2). Let b # L
 (Rn, C) with |arg b(x)||b< ?2 a.e. and
b&1 # L (Rn, C), so that b(L0+*0) is an operator of type |0+|b . We
assume that |0+|b< ?2 . Then &b(L0+*0) generates an analytic semi-
group e&zb(L0+*0) for |arg z|< ?2&|0&|b , z{0 (see [21]). Our main aim
is to obtain estimates for the associated kernel. We will not directly use the
equivalence between (D) and (G) but rather the general idea according
to which the parabolic estimates can be deduced from elliptic estimates
(on the resolvent). Recall from the Introduction that Duong and Ouhabaz
have obtained in [13] a Gaussian bound for this kernel when L0 is an
non-negative second order operator with real coefficients. They have
also showed the Ho lder regularity C1, ’ for the kernel when the coefficients
are Ho lder continuous. Also Ouhabaz recently showed in [29] that the
Ho lder continuity C0, ’ for the kernel is equivalent to a family of Gagliardo
Nirenberg type inequalities which he could use in this case. In the case of
differential operators, our result extends the ones in [13, 29].
Theorem 52. Under the conditions above, if L0 verify G(+, t0) for some
+ # (0, m]"N then the kernel of (e&tbL0b) satisfy G(+$, t0) for all +$ #
(0, m]"N with +$<+.
Proof. Fix +$ # (0, m]"N with +$<+ and # # (0, ?2&|0&|b). We know
that if L0 has the property G(+, t0) then for some } large enough L0+}b&1
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satisfies the property G(+$, t0) and the kernel N bt (x, y) of e
&t(L0+}b
&1) is
controlled by
|N bt (x, y)|e
&$t C
tn2m
gm, a \ |x& y|t12m + , t>0, x, y # Rn,
where $>0, a>0 and C0. The value $>0 comes from the fact that
Re( (L0+}b&1) u, u) } Re(b&1u, u) &*0(u, u)

}(inf Re b&1)
2
&u&22 .
From the Laplace formula
(L0+}b&1)&1=|

0
e&z(L0+}b&1) dz,
we deduce that the kernel Rb (x, y) of (L0+}b&1)&1 is bounded by
|Rb (x, y)|C
e&: |x& y|
|x& y|n&2m
=Ch:, n&2m (x& y),
where C>0 and :>0. These constants depend only on $0 , *0 , M0 , on
constants in G(+, t0) for L0 , on ?2&|0&|b and on &b& , &b&1& . We
have put for %, ;>0,
h%, ; (x)=
e&% |x|
|x| ;
.
By a rescaling argument, we can see that the kernel Rb* (x, y) of
(L0+*b&1)&1 is controlled by
|Rb* (x, y)|
C
|*|
|*| n2m h:, n&2m ( |*|12m (x& y)), (V)
where the constants C and : are uniform for |arg *| ?2+#.
Next, if k1,
(bL0+*)&k=(b(L0+*b&1))&k
=(L0+*b&1)&1 b&1 (L0+*b&1)&1 b&1 } } } (L0+*b&1)&1 b&1,
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hence the kernel Gk* (x, y) of (bL0+*)
&k is given by
Gk* (x, y)=|
x1
} } } |
xk&1
Rb* (x, x1) b
&1 (x1) Rb* (x1 , x2) b
&1 (x2) } } }
_Rb* (xk&1 , y) b
&1 ( y) dx1 } } } dxk&1 . (VV)
Since &b&1&<+, it follows from (V) that
|Gk* (x, y)|
(C &b&1&)k |*| n2m
|*|k
_ h:, n&2m C } } } C h:, n&2m
k times
( |*|12m (x& y)).
We used the fact that if s>0 and gs (x)=sng(sx) then
(gs C } } } C gs)(x)=sn (g C } } } C g)(sx).
Then we use the following technical lemma whose proof is left to the
reader.
Lemma 53. Consider %>0 and ;1 , ;2 # (0, n). For all %$ # (0, %), there
exists a constant C=C(%, %$, ;1 , ;2 , n) such that for all x # Rn,
Ch%$, ;1+;2&n (x) if ;1+;2>n
h%, ;1 C h%, ;2 (x){C \1+ } ln \ 1|x|+}+ e&%$ |x| if ;1+;2=n
Ce&%$ |x| if ;1+;2<n
Pursuing the proof of Theorem 52, choose k such that n&2km<0 and
we thus have
|Gk* (x, y)|
(C &b&1&)k
|*|k
|*|n2m e&%$ |*|12m |x& y|.
Finally the kernel K bt (x, y) of e
&tbL0 is given by
K bt (x, y)=
(k&1)!
2?itk&1 |1 e
t*Gb* (x, y) d*, (VVV)
where 1 is as in Section 4.2, so that straightforward calculations (see [30],
sections 2.3.4 and 3.3.3) lead to the Gaussian upper bound (G1) for the
kernel K bt (x, y).
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To obtain the Ho lder regularity of x [ K bt (x, y), we follow the same line
of argument: x [ Rb (x, y) is Cl, &, where l+&=+$, l # N and & # (0, 1), and
therefore x [ Rb* (x, y) as well. It follows from (VV) that for k large enough
|DxG
k
* (x, y)|
C
|*| k
|*| ||2m |*|n2m e&%$ |*|12m |x& y|
if ||l, and
|DxG
k
* (x+h, y)&D

xG
k
* (x, y)|
C
|*|k
|*| (l+&)2m |*|n2m |h| &
if ||=l. These estimates are also uniform for |arg *| ?2+# and *{0. This
gives us (G2) for x [ K bt (x, y).
Finally (VV) shows that y [ Gk* (x, y) b( y) is C
l, & and the same argument
yields that y [ K bt (x, y) b( y) is C
l, & as well and that (G3) holds for this
function. Theorem 52 is proved.
7. REMARKS ON CACCIOPPOLI ESTIMATES AND
APPLICATIONS
7.1. Proof of Proposition 40
Let us first state a useful result of commutation. The proof is easy and
left to the reader.
Lemma 54. Let m2 and c1>0. For all =>0, there exists a constant
C=>0 such that for all R>0, w # Hm (BR) and ’ # Cm0 (BR , R) such that: for
all # # Nn with 1|#|m, &D#’&c1 R&|#| ( for c1 large there exist such
functions), we have for all : # Nn with |:|m,
&D: (w’)&’ D:w&22= &{
mw&2L2(BR)+C=R
&2m &w&2L2(BR) .
Now, let us start the proof of Theorem 40. Let ’ be as in Lemma 54.
Ga# rding inequality (4) implies
&{m (u’)&22
1
$0
Re Q0 (u’, u’)+
*0
$0
&u’&22 .
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Since Q0 (u’, u’)=Q0 (u’, u’)&Q0 (u, u’2)+Q0 (u, u’2) and Q0 (u, u’2)=
( f, u’2) =( f’, u’) , it suffices to control A=|Q0 (u’, u’)&Q0 (u, u’2)|.
Given =>0, let us show the existence of a constant C= such that
1
$0
A
1
2
&{m (u’)&22+
=
2
&{mu&2L2(BR)+
C=
2
R&2m &u&2L2(BR) . (V)
We write for this purpose,
|Q0 (u’, u’)&Q0 (u, u’2)|= } :|:| =|;|=m |Rn a:;v:; },
with
v:; =D; (u’) D: (u ’)&D;u D: (u ’2)
=(D; (u’)&’ D;u) D: (u ’)&D;u(D: (u ’2)&’ D: (u ’))
=v:;, 1+v:;, 2 .
Using successively CauchySchwarz inequality, Young’s inequality and
Lemma 54, for =1 , =2>0, =3 , =4>0, we obtain the existence of C=3 , C=4>0
such that
} | :
|:|=|;|=m
a:;v:;, 1 }
M0 &{m (u’)&’{mu&2 &{m (u ’)&2
M0 \=12 &{m (u ’)&22+
1
2=1
&{m (u’)&’{mu&22+
M0 {=12 &{m (u ’)&22+
1
2=1
(=3 &{mu&2L2(BR)+C=3 R
&2m &u&2L2(BR))=
and
} | :
|:| =|;|=m
a:; v:;, 2 }
M0 &{mu&L2(BR) &{
m (u ’2)&’{m (u ’)&2
M0 \=22 &{mu&2L2(BR)+
1
2=2
&{m (u ’2)&’{m (u ’)&22+
M0 {=22 &{mu&2L2(BR)+
1
2=2
(=4 &{m (u ’)&22+C=4 R
&2m &u’&22)= .
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Thus,
1
$0
|Q0 (u’, u’)&Q0 (u, u’2)|
C(n, m)
M0
2$0 {\=1+
=4
=2+ &{m (u’)&22+\=2+
=3
=1 + &{mu&2L2(BR)
+\
C=3
=1
+
C=4
=2 + R&2m &u&2L2(BR) = .
Letting K=C(n, m) M02$0 , we obtain (V) by choosing K=1= 14 , K=2=
=
4
and =3==4==16K2. We have shown that
&{m (u’)&22= &{
mu&2L2(BR)+C=R
&2m &u&2L2(BR)+
2*0
$0
&u’&22 .
Finally, to obtain (38) we select ’ with ’=1 on BR2 , &’&=1 and the
required properties of Lemma 54. K
Comment. In [6], Campanato showed that all L0 -harmonic function u
on BR verifies the following inequality:
|
BR2
|{mu|2C :
m&1
k=0
R&2(m&k) |
BR
|{k (u&P)|2, (42)
where P is the Poincare polynomial with degree than or equal to m&1
associated with u on BR . According to the known estimates on P [6, 18],
our Caccioppoli’s inequality (38) can be seen as a consequence of (42),
however (38) was (see proof of Proposition 15) and will be (see next
Section 7.2) more useful for our purpose.
7.2. Applications
7.2.1. Wm, p-estimates. Here, we prove Theorem 49. Since u is L0 -har-
monic on BR (x0), Caccioppoli’s inequality implies that for all =>0, there
exists C=>0 such that for all Br (x)=Br with B2r /BR (x0),
|
Br2
|{mu|2= |
Br
|{mu|2+C=r&2m |
Br
|u&P|2+
2*0
$0 |Br |u&P|
2
= |
Br
|{mu|2+\C=+2*0$0 r2m+ r&2m |Br |u&P|
2,
where P is the Poincare polynomial with degree less than or equal to m&1
of u on Br .
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Now,
|
Br
|u&P| 2Cr2(m&1) |
Br
|{m&1 (u&P)| 2
Cr2(m&1) |
Br
|{mu| p,
where C is a constant independent of r, x and p= 2nn+2 . Thus, since RR0 ,
|
Br4
|{mu|2= |
Br
|{mu|2+C(C=+C$) r&2 \|Br |{
mu| p+
2p
.
Next, if Q f dx=
1
|Q| Q f dx then
|
Br4
|{mu|2=
1
|Br4 | |Br |{
mu|2
+C(C=+C$) r&2
|Br |2p
|Br4 | \|Br |{
mu| p+
2p
.
Up to changing = and C= we obtain
|
Br4
|{mu|2= |
Br
|{mu|2+C= \|Br |{
mu| p+
2p
,
and Theorem 49 follows by applying (proposition 1.1, page 122 of [17]),
with g=|{mu| p and q= 2p .
7.2.2. On inclusions between MorreyCampanato spaces.
Corollary 55. Let L0 # E2m ($0 , *0 , M0). If u is L0-harmonic on Rn
and {mu # L2, 0, then
{mu # L2, * (Rn)  u # L2, *+2mm (R
n),
provided 0<*n.
Proof. The implication ( O ) is (10). The implication ( o ) is a conse-
quence of Corollary 41. Indeed, if u # L2, :m (R
n), where :=*+2m, then for
all ball Br there exists P # Pm&1 such that
|
Br
|u&P| 2Kr:,
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where K=&u&2Lm2, : . Since u&P is a L0 -harmonic function, it thus verifies
(38). It thus follows from Corollary 41 that
|
Br
|{mu|2C \|B1 |{
mu|2+\1+2*0$0 + &u&2Lm2, : + r:&2m.
Hence,
&{mu&L2, :&2mC$ \&{mu&L2, 0+\1+2*0$0 + &u&Lm2, :+ .
This ends the proof of corollary 55. K
Remarks 56. 1. The implication ( o ) is false for general functions:
consider for example the function x [ |x|: sin(1|x|;) in a neighborhood of
0, where 0<;<:<;+1.
2. There exists *>0 and C0 such that all L0 -harmonic function u
on BR verifies
|
Br
|{mu|2C \ rR+
*
|
BR
|{mu| 2
for all r # ]0, R]. The proof of this result relies on the ‘‘hole filling techni-
que’’ of Widman, and can be obtained from a variation on Caccioppoli’s
inequality.
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